Now that you have learned about the SAIL Fall Prevention Program, continue expanding your knowledge with the articles listed below.

(To read the abstracts, simply click on the word “abstract”. If you would like to read the complete article, please contact, Mary Beth Forget, Fall Prevention CoP Information Specialist through the LOOP Library Services webpages (http://www.fallsloop.com/about/library-service). Once on the homepage, scan to the bottom of the page to see “Request Library Service”. Then click “Make a Request”.)

**Required Reading**

1. Healthy Aging through Fall Prevention among Older Aboriginal People: From Many Voices to a Shared Vision. (Edited and Prepared by Dr. J. Reading, Dr. V. Scott, D. Perron, R. Edgar, L. Baba, S. Elliot and Y. Yassin. November 2011.)
   
   www.uvic.ca/research/centres/circle/assets/docs/Publications/healthyaging-cahr.pdf


**Additional Reading (For Emphasis on Key Points in Webinar)**

**Communication/Listening**


Team Building


Patients as Partners


“The greatest good you can do for another is not just to share your riches but to reveal to him his own.” Benjamin Disraeli